THE UCSB MULTICULTURAL CENTER PRESENTS

CROWN HEIGHTS

"Keith Stanfield delivers a Breakout performance in "Crown Heights," a dramatized true story of miscarried justice that he anchors with restrained stillness and an ability to thrillingly turn in one of the seasons' best performances." — Washington Post. In the spring of 1980, a teenager is gunned down in the streets of Flatbush, Brooklyn. The police pressure a child witness to identify a suspect. As a result, Colin Warner, an 18-year-old kid from nearby Crown Heights, is wrongfully convicted of murder and sent to life in prison. Colin's childhood friend Carl "KC" King devotes his life to fighting for Colin's freedom. He works on appeals, takes loans for lawyer fees and becomes a legal expert to learn the court system. This incredible true story is adapted from the acclaimed This American Life segment by writer/director Matt Ruskin, with Keith Stanfield playing Colin Warner and Nnamdi Asomugha as Carl King. 94 min.

WED, FEB 28, 6 PM
FILM SCREENING
MCC THEATER

CUP OF CULTURE

Join us every Wednesday at 5:30 pm for "Cup of Culture," the MCC's weekly coffee house and movie night. Take a study break or bring your books and enjoy a cup of coffee or tea and light refreshments.

COFFEE HOUSE, WEDNESDAYS, 5:30–6 PM, MCC LOBBY
FILM SCREENING WEDNESDAYS, 6 PM, MCC THEATER

For more information or assistance in accommodating people of varying abilities, contact the MultCultural Center at 805.893.8411

FOR THE FULL WINTER 2018 CALENDAR, VISIT MCC.SA.UCSB.EDU